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A SUMMARY OF BENEFITS FROM THE
POD SPACE TEST PROGRAM

A paper to be presented by Thomas Hagler, ANSER, to the Twenty-Eighth
Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, PL, 23-26 April 1991.
For the past 25 years, the Department of Defense (DOD) Space Test Program
(STP) has provided spaceflight for DOD experiments which are not authorized
their own means of flight. During this period, approximately 200 space
experiments have been flown for the Air Force, Army, Navy, and other DOD
agencies. This presentation first overviews the Space Test Program and its
experiments, and then discusses several, including their importance to the
military.
Figure 1 lists the authority and objectives of the Department of Defense
Space Test Program. Initially, the mission of the program included only the
task of providing spaceflight for DOD experiments which were not authorized
their own means of spaceflight. In the mid 1970's as the Space Shuttle was
coming on the horizon, STP was assigned the additional task of exploiting the
Space Shuttle as a manned laboratory in space. In the early 1980's, STP was
given the additional mission of flying space experiments which were designed
to define the role of military man in space.
Space Test Program

AUTHORITY AND OBJECTIVES

ESTABLISHED IN 1966 (FIRST FLIGHT 1967) AS A DEPARTMEKT OF DEFENSE
ACTIVITY UNDER THE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE
AIR FORCE
OBJECTIVES
- PROVIDE SPACEFLIGHT FOR ADVANCED DOD RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT EXPERIMENTS WHICH ARE NOT AUTHORIZED
TO FUND THEIR OWN FLIGHT
- EXPLOIT THE SPACE SHUTTLE AS A MANNED LABORATORY
- SERVE AS A PATHFINDER IN FULLY DERNING MAN'S MILITARY
ROLE IN SPACE
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FIGURE 1

The organization for executing the DOD Space Test Program and for
integrating experiments related to military man in space into the program is
illustrated on Figure 2. The Director of Space and SDI Programs, Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition (SAF/AQS) is
responsible for the overall management of the DOD Space Test Program. The
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Operations, U.S. Air Force, (AF/XO) 10
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responsible for the overall management of the Military Nan In
(MMIS)
Program. Planning and execution of the flight program for the Space
DOD Space Test
Program is the responsibility of the Space Test Program Office at the
Air
Force Systems Command (SSD/CLP).
Space Test Program
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FIGURE 2

DOD space experiments normally originate in the DOD laboratories or
research institutions supporting the DOD. To obtain spaceflight for the in
experiment, the principal investigator submits a request for spaceflight
through channels to SAF/AQS. Once per year, generally in May, SAF/AQS
convenes a Tri-Service board to review and place in priority the experiments
that have been submitted for flight during that year. MMIS and Shuttle
middeck locker experiments are evaluated before an integrated STP/MMIS TriService Experiment Review Board, co-chaired by SAF/AQS and AF/IOO; while, free
flyer and Shuttle payload bay experiments are evaluated solely before the STP
Tri-Service Experiment Review Board, chaired by SAF/AQS. The prioritized
list
of experiments is then forwarded to the Space Test Program Office for planning
and execution of the flight program.
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Space Test Program
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The launch history of STP from 1967 through 1990 is shown on Figure 3.
The figure indicates the missions per year and the number of experiments in
each Billion. In addition to the successful missions, which include 189
experinentt, 5 missions carrying 17 experiments were lost either due to a
launch failure or failure to-acquire useful data.
Mission classifications have evolved over the years. Primary missions,
indicated on the figure with the prefix P, originally were those in which the
spacecraft, and normally the launch vehicle, were provided by STP, and STP
controlled the mission. Currently, primary missions involve free flyer and
Shuttle payload bay experiments, including Hitchhiker missions. Secondary
missions, indicated on the chart by the prefix S, originally were those in
which the launch vehicle and/or spacecraft belonged to an operational space
program other than the Space Test Program. Currently, secondary missions
include MMIS and Shuttle middeck locker experiments.
The space experiments conducted by STP generally fall into three
categories. The first category includes those experiments related to systems
or subsystems. The second category of experiments provides measurements of
the space environment* And the third category explores the benefits of
utilizing military man in space. Figure 4 lists the major types of
experiments which have bmmn conducted in each category.

System and subsystem tests of spacecraft components are necessary
develop improved component*. Such tests are generally directed toward 'to
improving the performance of a component or making the component more reliable
or more survivable.
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Space Test Program

CATEGORIES OF SPACE TEST PROGRAM EXPERIMENTS
1967-1990

• SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM AND RELATED TESTS
• ADVANCED COMMUNICATION TESTS (7)
• SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM TESTS (35)
• GEODETIC MAPPING FOR NAVIGATION (4)
• GROUND RADAR CALIBRATION (4)
• SPACE ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS
• NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE MEASUREMENTS (27)
• IONOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS (1 4)
• WAVE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS (9)
• MAGNETOSPHERE MEASUREMENTS (14)
• GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS (3)
• SOLAR X-RAY, UV, AND PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS (12)
• COSMIC RAY MEASUREMENTS (8)
• BACKGROUND IR, UV MEASUREMENTS (13)
• NEAR-EARTH ENVIRONMENT (8)
• SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT (23)
• MILITARY MAN IN SPACE INVESTIGATIONS (8)

() NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS IN CATEGORY
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FIGURE 4

Advanced communication* tacts have led to improved tactical
communication*, improved survivability of communication* systems, and concepts
for email, inexpensive space-baaed communication* *y*tem« for use on the
battlefield. Seven separate experiments have supported communication*.
Spacecraft subsystem tests have led to more reliable and survivable
subsystems. Thirty-five experiments have supported spacecraft subsystem
tests. Experiments related to navigation have been successful in improving
geodetic survey worldwide and have demonstrated critical hardware for the
Global Positioning System (6PS). Four experiments have been directed toward
navigation equipment and geodetic mapping for navigation. STP has conducted
four experiments which provided different sices and shapes of space objects
for the calibration of ground radar. These experiment* have obvious value to
ballistic missile defense.

The results of measurements of the space environment are more difficult
to correlate directly with a beneficial military use. This difficulty in
tracking results of measurements of the environment is frequently caused by
the fact that experimental results are used in making environmental models or
standard atmospheres which, in turn, are used in military activities.

Measurements of the upper atmosphere mrm important to the understanding
of upper-atmospheric chemistry, the formation of the ionosphere, the behavior
of upper-altitude nuclear explosions, and the prediction of orbits for lowaltitude satellites* Twenty-seven experiments have measured the constituents
and densities of the upper atmosphere.
__ The ionosphere plays a very important role in radio propagation below
UHF. Therefore, an understanding of its properties and behavior i* vital to
the understanding of the reliability of many military communication* *y»t«m*.
Fourteen STP experiments have been flown to measure properties and behavior of
the ionosphere.
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Wave propagation measurements are important to communications since they
constitute direct measurements of propagation properties or channel
characteristics such as electromagnetic noise and antenna impedance. Nine STP
experiments have made measurements related to wave propagation.
The magnetospheric region of space is of interest because this is where
many of the long-lived satellites operate. It is necessary to understand the
environment and perturbations in this region, such as those caused by solar
activity, in order to take necessary precautions to protect the health of the
satellite. Fourteen STP experiments have measured the particle population in
the Earth ' s magnetosphere.
The amount and kind of solar radiation striking the Earth have wide
influence .on the Earth, its weather, and communications. For example, solar
flares can cause worldwide communications blackouts in certain frequency
bands. Experiment objectives related to solar flares are to improve
forecasting techniques. Twelve STP experiments have measured solar UV, Xrays, low-energy nuclear particles of the solar wind, and high-energy
particles released by solar flares.
Cosmic ray backgrounds are required for proper operation of nuclear
detonation detection satellites and estimation of damage to components of
spacecraft in orbit for long periods of time. Eight STP experiments have
contributed to knowledge of cosmic rays, including two very successful
experiments which improved measurement techniques.
The proper operation of various surveillance satellites requires a
thorough knowledge of the background. Thirteen STP experiments gathered data
on Earth and celestial background radiation in the IR, visible, and UV regions
of the spectrum. Measurements in the IR region were particularly successful
and contributed to the design parameters of several military satellite
surveillance systems.
The near-Earth environment can be considered to include the regions of
cloud formation and the oceans. STP has carried out eight experiments related
to cloud formation and ocean currents and wave heights.
Knowledge of the environment within a spacecraft, whether it be the cargo
bay of the Space Shuttle or the experiment compartment on a free-flyer
spacecraft, is important in planning for the survival and proper operation of
the payload. STP has carried out twenty-three experiments related to the
spacecraft environment. Key experiments in this area include a major
investigation of spacecraft charging at geosynchronous orbit and a monitoring
system for the Space Shuttle cargo bay. The latter is flown regularly on both
NASA and DOD Shuttle missions.
The purpose of space testing relating to the use of military personnel in
space is to determine if certain military activities can best be conducted in
this manner and, if so, what aids and supporting equipment are required. STP
has conducted eight experiments relating to military man in space.
Figure 5 illustrates the first in a series of specific examples of
benefits to military operations from experiments conducted by the Space Test
Program.
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Space Tett Program

BENEFITS TO COMMUNICATIONS
• PROBLEM
-TO DEVELOP A TACTICAL MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
• SPACE TEST PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION

-MISSION P67-2 LES-6 LAUNCHED 1968

• LES 6 PROVED THE UTILITY OF UHF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS IN VARIOUS TACTICAt AND
STRATEGIC SCENARIOS
• USE OF RESULTS
—FORERUNNER OF A TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

\AKSiR

FIGURE 5

In the early day* of spaceflight, there was a need to develop a spacebased tactical military communications system. To support this requirement,
STP launched the Lincoln Experimental Satellite—6 (LES-6) in 1968. This
mission proved the utility of UHF satellite communications for tactical
purposes and led to the current FLEETSAT-ba«ed tactical communications system.
The STP launch of LES-8 and -9 in 1976, as illustrated by Figure 6, made
a major contribution to a second generation tactical communications system.

Space T«i Program

BENEFITS TO COMMUNICATIONS
• PROBLEM
-TO DEVELOP A RELIABLE. SURVtVABLE MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
• SPACE TEST PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION
-MISSION P74-1 LES t/9 LAUNCHED 1970

• LES •/• DEMONSTRATED
-K SAND UP AMD DOWN COMMUNICATIONS
-K SAND SATELLITE TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
-COMMUNICATIONS FOR SMALL MOSRE OH TMANSPOftTASLE TERMINALS
• USE Of RESULTS
-PHOTOTYPE KM ADVANCED MILTTARY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

FIGURE 6
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LES-8 and -9 demonstrated th« use of K-band for tactical communication*
and wa» the prototype for a second generation tactical communication* system.
Figure 7 illustrate* the TIMATION-3 satellite launched by STP in 1974.

TIMATION-3 carried a prototype of an advanced, very accurate rubidium clock*
The *ucce**ful space demonstration of the rubidium clock was a major
contribution to the GPS which is currently being deployed.
One of the hazards associated with the operation of a spacecraft in orbit
is the phenomenon known as spacecraft charging. Spacecraft charging results
from different potentials building up on various spacecraft surfaces. The
different potentials cause arcing which can damage and, in some cases, disable
a spacecraft. The phenomenon appears much more severe in higher orbits such
mm geosynchronous .
Figure 8 illustrates a major flight mission flown by STP in 1979 in
support of a combined NASA-DOD effort to understand spacecraft charging. The
SCATHA experiments measured the charge on the spacecraft surfaces and the
condition* of the plasma surrounding the spacecraft. SCATHA has been
operating in a geosynchronous orbit for over 10 years and has returned a
wealth of useful data. •
Space Test Program

BENEFITS TO NAVIGATION
* PROBLEM
-TO DEVELOP AN IMPROVED MILITARY NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SYSTEM
* SPACE TEST PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION
-MISSION P73-3 TIMATION 3 LAUNCHED 1974

» TIMATION 3 DEMONSTRATED
—THE RUBIDIUM CLOCK CONCEPT—THE HEART OF THE NAVSTAR/GLOBAL POSITIONING
SYSTEM (GPS)
» USE OF RESULTS
—NAVSTAR/GPS NAVIGATION SATELLITE
1M« J

FIGURE 7

The SCATHA data have provided the data base for the analysis of anomalies
which have occurred in military spacecraft such as DSCS II and III (Defense
Satellite Communications System) and the Defense Support Program. SCATHA also
was the primary source of data for MIL STD 1541A which informs spacecraft .
contractors of the charging hazard and prescribes corrective action.*

Space Tetf f

BENEFITS TO SUBSYSTEMS

-TO 'UNDENSTANO THE PHENOMENON Of SPACECRAFT CHARGING AND TO DEVIfE METHODS
OF PROTECTING SPACECRAFT FROM THIS PHCNOHIENON
* SPACE TEST PROGRAM CONTRIiUTtON
-MISSION P7I-2 SCATHA LAUNCHED 1179

* SCATHA MEASURED THE CHARGE ON THE SPACECRAFT AS WELL AS THE CONDITION OF THE
PLASMA AROUND THE SPACECRAFT FOR A GEOSYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT OVER AN
EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME
* USE OF RESULTS
-PROVIDED TH€ DATA BASE TO DIAGNOSE SPACECRAFT CHARGING ANOMALIES ON DSCS II,
DSCS 111, DSP, AND OTHER SPACECRAFT
-MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO MIL STO 16>41 A • SPACECRAFT CHARGING SPECIFICATION

FIGURE 8

Figure 9 illustrate* the input of STP experiment data to the DOD
atmospheric density model. The Air Force Phiilips Laboratory is charged with
maintaining and updating thi« nodel which is used in the prediction of apace
object trajectories. Input to the nodel from four STP missions is shown on
Figure 9* In addition, the planned ADS experiment is considered very
important since it is anticipated that data from this experiment will
significantly increase the accuracy of the DOD atmospheric density model.
Such an improvement in the accuracy of the model is particularly important for
the prediction of the location of space objects 'during the upcoming cycle of
increased solar activity.
Space Tm Profr**

BENEFITS TO ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
• PROBLEM
-TO DEVELOP AN IMPROVED ATMOSPHERIC MODEL FOR USE BY
SPACE COMMAND AND OTHERS
* SPACE TEST PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION

| ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL j
*
SPACE COMMAND

I
OTHER USER

• EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED BY THE SPACE TCST PftOOftAM HA'
INPUT TO ATMOSPHERIC MODELING FOR DOD
• USE OF RESULTS
-SPACE COMMAND AMD OTNCft MHJTARY USERS

FIGURE 9

The past contributions mod currant status of the DOD Space Test Program
ara summarised on Figure 10*
Many of the military space sy stems flying today and planned for the next
generation have benefited substantially from the DOD Space Test Program.

Space Test Program

SUMMARY

* ACROSS THE 24 YEARS OF ITS EXISTENCE, THE SPACE
TEST PROGRAM HAS FLOWN A SUCCESSION OF QUALITY
EXPERIMENTS OF DEMONSTRATED VALUE TO DOD
' CURRENTLY THE SPACE TEST PROGRAM HAS AN ACTIVE
FLIGHT PROGRAM UNDER WAY WITH ALMOST 100
EXPERIMENTS WAITING TO BE FLOWN

FIGURE 10
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